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CLEAVER: (In progress) – Alex Johnson to share the modalities of this hearing.
JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for joining us for today’s first-ever
remote hearing of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, also known as the
U.S. Helsinki Commission. This hearing is being conducted in compliance with House
Resolution 965, which provides for official remote proceedings during the COVID-19 pandemic.
We have decided to hold this hearing remotely to protect the health and ensure the safety of our
witnesses, members, staff, and the public. This hearing is being broadcast live on our website at
www.CSCE.gov, and on our YouTube channel at www.YouTube.com/HelsinkiCommission.
Before we begin, I would like to review a few housekeeping items for our members and
witnesses. Members and witnesses are asked to keep themselves muted when not actively
engaging in the discussion to limit background noise, keep themselves muted for the purposes of
limited echoes or other disruptions. Members and witnesses are responsible for unmuting
themselves when they seek recognition or when they are recognized by the chair.
Please remember that there is often a short delay in muting or unmuting your
microphone. Members and witnesses should allow sufficient time before speaking to ensure
their microphones have been successfully unmuted and the last speaker has finished completely.
Members and witnesses must keep their cameras on at all times during the hearing. If you need
to step away for any reason please make sure you leave your camera on. Finally, the chair may
declare a recess at any time to address technical difficulties with these remote proceedings. If
you personally encounter technical difficulties, please contact our tech support channels provided
prior to the hearing. Our staff will resolve any issues for you.
The hearing chair will now proceed with his opening statement, to be followed by
opening statements by all witnesses. Commissioners and guest members may then offer
statements or ask questions in the following general discussion with the witnesses. I yield back
to the chair.
CLEAVER: Thank you. I recognize myself for an opening statement.
When the United States signed the Helsinki Final Act, this country, along with 34 other
nations, explicitly recognized respect for human rights as an essential factor for the attainment of
peace, justice, and cooperation among nations. Moreover, the Helsinki Commission, which was
created one year after the Helsinki Final Act was adopted, was mandated by law to monitor the
acts of the signatories which reflect compliance with or violation of the articles of the Helsinki
Final Act, with particular regard to the provisions relating to human rights and cooperation in
humanitarian fields.
The United States has long been a champion of human rights and democracy in our
foreign policy. Many of the OSCE’s groundbreaking commitments were actually spearheaded
by the United States, including those relating to anti-Semitism, freedom of religion, free
elections, and the rule of law, to name only a few. Most of the time, the Helsinki Commission
focuses on those issues in countries where there may be particular concerns. Sometimes we

engage with countries where circumstances create windows of opportunity or historic inflection
points. Our goal is always to encourage positive change and better implementation of Helsinki
commitments. Today we look inward as we examine the Black Lives Matter protests and related
domestic compliance issues in the context of our OSCE human dimensions commitments and
implications for U.S. foreign policy.
The death of George Floyd was a tragedy, and the video of his fatal encounter with police
was sickening to witnesses. Thus, the American people, and later the entire world, responded.
The freedom with which Americans were able to respond to this tragedy is at the root of this
hearing. If there is no respect for the rights of Americans to address wounds left open by
centuries-old systemic racism we cannot achieve necessary healing, nor will we have the
standing to advocate for fundamental freedoms abroad. We must practice what we preach.
I’m working with my colleagues in the House of Representatives on legislative measures
to meaningfully address systematic racism and policing, curb police brutality and racial profiling,
and ultimately save lives. These policies to achieve these objectives are the jurisdiction of other
committees, however we have an opportunity through the Helsinki Commission to reflect on the
nexus of our international commitments in terms of our standing in the world.
Clearly the U.S. record has been on full display around the globe in recent weeks,
beginning with the eight minutes and 46 seconds of George Floyd’s death on May 25th, and the
protests which followed. In fact, thanks to the unprecedented reach of modern technology, the
world has been able to watch in real time.
I will keep the record of this hearing open for 48 hours, and any additional information,
statements will be accepted.
Now I would like to introduce our witnesses for today’s hearing. First, we will hear from
Nkechi Taifa, who is the founding principal and CEO of Taifa Group, LLC, and will also be
testifying on behalf of the Justice Roundtable and the Center for Justice at Columbia University.
Ms. Taifa will provide a scene-setting overview of the underlying human rights and democracy
issues that have been fueling ongoing protests in the United States.
After Ms. Taifa, we will hear from Mr. Momodou Malcolm Jallow. Mr. Jallow is a
member of the Swedish Parliament and also serves as the Council of Europe Parliamentary
Assembly General Rapporteur on Racism and Intolerance. Mr. Jallow will help us understand
how the issues in the United States are resonating in Europe, and the shared challenges we face
combatting racism and intolerance in the transatlantic community.
Finally, we will hear from Ambassador Ian Kelly. Ambassador Kelly served as the head
of the U.S. mission to the OSCE from 2010 to 2013, excuse me, and as a spokesperson for the
Department of State before that. Ambassador Kelly, you’re well-versed in matters related to the
OSCE, the way in which human rights and democracy issues are raised in that forum, how U.S.
compliance with OSCE commitments may be raised in the OSCE, and how those issues impact
U.S. foreign policy leadership.

I’d like to thank all of you for agreeing to participate with us today. I give the floor now
to Ms. Taifa.
TAIFA: Thank you so very much, Chairman Cleaver, for convening this critical Helsinki
Commission hearing on “Human Rights at Home: Implications for U.S. Global Leadership.”
And thank you for this opportunity to testify this morning on behalf of my company, The Taifa
Group, as well as the Justice Roundtable, which I convene, and the Center for Justice at
Columbia University, where I serve as senior fellow. In addition to the above, I’m also a
commissioner on the National African American Reparations Commission, convened by the
Institute of the Black World 21st Century, and am a founding member of N’COBRA, the
National Coalition of Blacks for Reparations in America.
So one of the best explanations for the coast-to-coast protests in the wake of the police
killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and others can be encapsulated by a poem by
Langston Hughes. “What happens to a dream deferred?/ Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun/
Or fester like a sore, and then run/ Does it stink like rotten meat/ Or crust and sugar over, like a
syrupy sweet?/ Maybe it just sags like a heavy load/ Or does it explode?”
This poem literally suggests that unrealized dreams can wreak havoc and lead to anger,
resentment, and despair. When we see young people in the United States taking to the streets in
protest, we are seeing the overflow of dreams deferred – dreams of freedom, equality, and
justice. Dreams that have been tarnished, if not obliterated, by the reality of structural racism,
bolstered by White supremacy.
We have just past the mid-mark of the International Decade for People of African
Descent. And for centuries, people of African descent in the United States have not only
dreamed of justice but have demanded it. We have urged the country to provide not even
grandiose opportunities, but just basic human rights that protect our life and liberty. The
response? Systemic racism, through which we suffer through decreased life expectancy rates,
health disparities, economic inequality, mass incarceration and more.
Anti-slavery abolitionist Frederick Douglass once said, “Power concedes nothing without
a demand.” And when we see young people in the streets, we are not only seeing protest, we are
seeing demand. We are seeing the outpouring of decades of deferred dreams. How does change
happen? There is usually a triggering event, representing the tip of an iceberg that, in the context
of Black people in the United States, has been building for centuries. And then, a cataclysmic
event that explodes. And tragic as it was, the explosion resulting from George Floyd’s death
represented only the tip of Black people’s demands for justice.
The deferred dream exploded with Emmett Till, whose brutal 1955 murder shocked the
nation. It exploded with the senseless slayings of Trayvon Martin and Michael Brown, Eric
Garner and Philando Castile, Tamir Rice, Rekia Boyd, Freddie Gray and Breonna Taylor,
Ahmaud Arbery, Rayshard Brooks. The list seemingly grows daily. With each death of a Black
person by police or racist Whites, with each affront to voting rights, with each health disparity,
with each trip down the school-to-prison pipeline, with each widening of the Black/White wealth

gap, with each house pilfered by redlining, with each intergenerationally transmitted traumatic
injury there was and is a demand for justice.
The United States government has failed to protect Black people from systemic racism
and police violence. Advancing societies that are safe, inclusive, and equitable is central to the
work of the Helsinki Commission. The international community must bear witness. The United
States must not be above scrutiny. It must meet its commitments, review its own record, and be
open to criticism. It is incumbent that this country engage in candid self-assessment, if it wishes
to legitimately demand a similar level of reflection from other OSCE participating states.
Similarly, the United States must fully embrace human rights conventions that it is a
party to and eliminate limitations to the use in U.S. courts. These include the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, the Convention Against Torture, the
Convention on Political and Human Rights, the Office of the High Commissioner’s Basic
Principles on the Use of Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials, and the Convention on the
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.
Black people in the United States have dissented many times in the past. And, once,
again, they are visible in the streets, showing that Black lives do indeed matter. Policies that
once seemed radical now appear more palatable. Where we once spoke of reform, we now
demand transformation. The blueprint is still being formulated, and no one will leave this
moment without having been changed. What we are witnessing today is the unprecedented
possibility for change, and the unprecedented possibility for the dream to expand, and not
explode.
Thank you very much for this opportunity to testify. I have submitted my full testimony
for the record, which relies heavily upon previous works I have authored relative to the use of
international human rights treaties applied to the United States.
CLEAVER: Thank you, Ms. Taifa, for your testimony.
I now recognize Mr. Jallow for five minutes. Mr. Jallow you are recognized now for five
minutes.
JALLOW: Can you hear me, sir?
CLEAVER: Yes. Please.
JALLOW: Thank you. Thank you very much. Thank you very much, Chairman
Cleaver, for giving me this opportunity to speak at this very important hearing on the topic – on
this very important topic, “Human Rights at Home: Implications for U.S. Leadership.”
I’m going to be speaking in my capacity as a member of the Council of Europe and the
rapporteur responsible for combatting racism and intolerance. In this assembly that I’m sitting
at, I have the opportunity to exchange regularly with parliamentarians from 47 European
countries, in which the United States also has an observatory status.

The political development in the U.S., United States, today have a significant
socioeconomic and political impact on the rest of the world, especially among member states of
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. There is very good reason for concern
about the unfolding grave human rights crisis in the United States, partly as a result of the
systemic brutal police killings of Black people, but also the use of state sanctioned excessive
force and suppression of peaceful protesters. These are clear violations of United States
obligations under international law.
The current government and administration has, within a short period of time, completely
eroded the authority of the United States as a standard bearer, and thereby undermined the
legitimacy of the so-called United States global leadership. One cannot exercise effective soft
power without legitimacy. The isolationist foreign policy direction, the nationalist rhetoric, and
the blatant noncompliance to the international human rights standards only accelerate the decline
in confidence from the rest of the world in the United States.
We have had a series of evidence of structural and institutional racism and racist policing
fueled by historical abuses and negative stereotyping, leading to the exclusion and
dehumanization of Black people in the United States. However, this particular murder of George
Floyd has become a clear manifestation and a tipping point for what many, including many
Europeans, perceive as state-sanctioned racism and blatant violation of the civil and human
rights of Black people.
What we have seen in the U.S. does not only illustrate the deep rooted and historical
systemic injustice against Black people, it also clearly manifests the extent to which White
supremacy ideologies are normalized. What we are seeing is a manifestation of a democracy in
crisis. And if this were happening in any other part of the world, the United States and other
Western countries would be demanding a regime change.
It is remarkable, however, how much time it took and how much pressure from the Black
community that was required for the global leadership to react. When leaders sow the seeds of
hatred and stoke the flames of racist violence, we legitimize intolerance and bigotry. We create
division rather than unite people. And most importantly, we undermine the fundamental values
of democracy, human rights, and the rule of law.
In fact, we as politicians and leaders, we have both a political obligation and a moral
responsibility to refrain from using hate speech and stigmatizing language, and to condemn
promptly its use by others. Our silence may be interpreted as approval or support. The enhanced
protection of freedom of expression that we, politicians, and leaders enjoy also strengthens our
responsibility in this area.
Structural, and institutional, and systemic racism – including racist violence – is not
confined only to the boundaries of the United States. It is also very much present in Europe.
Over the last decade, we have seen an increase both in gravity and number in the manifestation
of racism in all its forms in Europe. The effects of governments’ failure to devise and implement

adequate policies on social cohesion, diversity, migration, and social inclusion have triggered
this upsurge, which has been amplified by the increasing use of internet and social media.
The dimension, gravity, and frequency of their manifestation are of great concern and
urgency. The urgency becomes even more acute considering these phenomena have
repercussions that go well beyond the single individuals that are directly targeted. They affect
entire communities and they create divides in society, affecting human rights and social
cohesion. And they erode even further the trust in public authority, the rule of law and
ultimately democracy.
In addition, issues of race relations deeply affect the conduct of our foreign policy
relations. The European project has an antidiscrimination, antiracist dimension to it, with a
fundamental commitment to ensuring that we learn the lessons of the Holocaust and past
European divisions through pursuit of human rights for all. However, this project appears to be
failing with regard to Black Europeans. The pain and denigration of Black people has a
historical context that we must remember. Hence, the U.N. Decade on People of African
Descent and its three focus areas: Recognition, Justice, and Development.
The images of the brutal and tragic death of George Floyd triggered a protest movement
not only in the United States, but around the world. The scale and intensity of the protests
illustrates a deep sense of frustration and pain that Europe, for the longest time, had shown no
regard for. The usual silence and exceptional entitlements from European leaders are no more
working, as this is not a moment. It is a movement, a movement that is deeply and permanently
committed to justice, human rights, and the rule of law. Not in words, but also in action.
So we must act quickly, firmly, and collectively, because when we choose to be silent in
the face of hatred, bigotry, and racism, we choose to be complacent, thereby undermining the
fundamental values of human rights, democracy, and the rule of law. As the United States
enjoyed status of observer in the Council of Europe and member state of the U.N., I would like
to emphasize the recommendations and language in United Nations Resolution HRC/43, in
establishing an Independent International Commission of Inquiry.
And this Commission of Inquiry will establish the facts and circumstances relating to the
systemic racism and violation of the international human rights law. And this is against Africans
and people of African descent in the United States. It will also examine federal, and state, and
local government responses to peaceful protest, including the alleged use of excessive force
against protesters, bystanders, and journalists. I would also – as you know, racism does not spare
any level of society. And no institutions are perhaps immune to it.
The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, of which I am a member, is
particularly concerned about racial profiling and racist behavior and practices within the police
against visible minorities have a negative impact on public opinion and can increase stereotyping
and prejudice. So to acknowledge the existence of this problem is the first step. We need to do
that. There can be no impunity for manifestation of racism within or by the police. And police
officers must be held accountable individually for that behavior. And to do this, we also have to
establish independent police complaints mechanism where they do not exist yet, allocate

appropriate means for their functioning, and ensure that sanctions are imposed on police officers
following a racist incident.
And lastly, we know intolerance, racism, and xenophobia are fed by stereotypes and
prejudices which must be prevented and eradicated at every level. So the Council of Europe
Parliamentary Assembly urges political leaders not to use fear to fuel their electoral campaigns,
but to continually to reaffirm the democratic values of our societies, of respect for human rights
and human dignity at all times. Thank you very much.
CLEAVER: Thank you, Mr. Jallow.
And finally, we will hear from Ambassador Ian Kelly. Ambassador Kelly, you’re now
recognized for five minutes.
KELLY: Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I’d like to concentrate on the impact of recent
events on U.S. global leadership, particularly within the OSCE.
And among the many contributions of the Helsinki process to international peace,
perhaps the greatest was the consensus that security among states depends on respect for human
rights within states. We support the OSCE because we know that a world where fundamental
freedoms are upheld is a safer world. We support the OSCE because we know that a world – as I
say, where freedoms are upheld is a safer world. As OSCE leaders agreed in the Charter of Paris
in 1990, observance and full exercise of human rights are the foundation of freedom, justice, and
peace.
At the OSCE, to advance that cause, the OSCE – the U.S. has worked together with our
allies in Europe and Canada to support human rights. In my time at the OSCE, the greatest
challenges to the cause were the political use of judiciary and law enforcement, government
intimidation of critical media and civil society, and the lack of checks and balances against the
power of the executive. Recent events have shown that America as a model for fighting against
the first two tendencies has been greatly tarnished. But I think we can still be a beacon for
promoting separation of powers to ensure transparency and accountability.
The recent beatings of protestors in the U.S. served as an uncomfortable reminder, for
me, of events in Minsk in 2010, when police used violence to break up rallies against the
government. It caused us and our allies at the OSCE to invoke something called the Moscow
Mechanism, where a group of OSCE countries can appoint a special representative to investigate
abuse against those exercising their basic freedoms. We knew that Russia and others would veto
the recommendations of the report. We invoked the Moscow Mechanism because we wanted to
send a strong signal, that we found the use of violence to quell dissent unacceptable.
A decade later, of course, we’ve seen in our country the excessive use of force against
protestors who are peaceably assembling. Perhaps the most prominent example was in Lafayette
Square. There, authorities put a higher priority on clearing peaceful protestors for a photo op
than on allowing them to exercise their basic rights. I don’t want to compare our response to
protest to that of the Lukashenko regime, but until the highest levels of our government condemn

what happened in Lafayette Square and elsewhere, we’ve lost much of our moral authority to call
other countries to account.
In my last post, as Ambassador to Georgia, I experienced in dramatic fashion how attacks
on critical media in the U.S. have eroded our power to persuade other countries to protect free
speech. A few months before I retired in early 2018, a Georgian court was close to ruling on
replacing the managing editor of the leading opposition television station with someone more
amenable to the government. I met with a senior official to try to convince that individual to
speak out in favor of maintaining critical voices in the media. To support my argument, I drew
upon many of the OSCE principles, such as the importance of free speech to ensuring strong,
accountable government.
I then deployed what I thought was my strongest argument, that Tbilisi needed
Washington’s support, and that Washington would have a hard time understanding why the
Georgian government wouldn’t keep – wouldn’t support keeping its critics on the air. The
response was both illuminating and deflating. The official looked at me, smiled, and said,
“Really, Ian? You really think Washington’s going to have a problem with fake news going off
the air?” A few months after I left, the court did order new management at the station, and
Georgia lost a critical platform for keeping government accountable.
Given what is happening here in the U.S., I can imagine how difficult it is for my former
colleagues in the field now to promote human rights. With the recent gross abuse of police
powers, characterization of journalists as enemies of the people over the last few years,
diplomats’ powers of persuasion have been greatly eroded. But they should still have hope in the
power of American institutions. When I tell my students about my distress at my own
government’s abuses over the years – such as the CIA black sites and the torture at Abu Ghraib –
they ask me how I was able to continue to work for such an administration. I tell them it’s
because of my deep belief in the system’s ability to investigate abuse, correct itself, and
ultimately do the right thing.
While we look to right our own country’s wrongs, we cannot avert our eyes from assaults
on Helsinki principles elsewhere in the OSCE space. We should be particularly concerned about
increasing centralization, and personalization, of political power. Just yesterday, Russia
concluded a plebiscite on an amendment that could allow Putin to stay in power until 2036. And
then there’s the pandemic. It attacked at a time when democracy was already in retreat. Even
before COVID-19, Freedom House noted that since 2006 democracy has been in decline in 25 of
41 established democracies. The challenge of curbing the pandemic has emboldened
authoritarian rulers. It has given them another excuse to curb fundamental rights, to remove
institutional checks on their power, and silence those who dissent.
As Dr. King wrote, “Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught
in an inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever affects one
directly, affects all indirectly.” So when we redress wrongs, we make our country stronger. We
restore our position of leadership in a world where democracy needs champions. And by so
doing, we make the world safer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to participate in this
hearing today.

CLEAVER: Thank you very much, Ambassador.
We will now have participation from the members. We’ll begin with the gentlewoman
from Wisconsin, Ms. Gwen Moore.
MOORE: Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman. And thank all of our witnesses for
bearing witness to this international phenomenon. I just want to say to Ms. Taifa, I bring you
greetings from Janette Herrera, who lives here in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, an N’COBRA member.
And she – I spoke with her early this morning to make sure I send you her peace and blessings.
And she told me you were dynamic, but I just was not prepared for all that.
And of course, my good friend, the parliamentarian from Sweden, we have met many
times before. It is really great to see you. Can’t wait until we can get back and forth across the
pond. I’m not proud of the fact that Europe says keep all you nasty – all you nasty people stay
home, because you haven’t really observed the best practices with regard to COVID-19. But it’s
really good to be here.
I guess I want – and of course, Ambassador Kelly, the Moscow Mechanism, that we
always have to respect our Russian counterparts. But we got to always have a check. And we
appreciate your service and your observations with the OSCE engagement.
I just want to commend the European Union, the United Nations, all of these international
agencies who are joining in in creating the international, global attention to the abuses in the
United States and, indeed, joining a global family of these same phenomenon. And of course, it
was a very big – the EU report was very comprehensive, and all of the Helsinki commissioners
from the United States – Mr. Hastings, of course, our leader, our chair today Mr. Cleaver, Mr.
Veasey and I all are writing a letter to the European Union asking that they give us a path
forward, do a resolution in terms of adopting – not only adopting this, but putting an action plan
in place to make this happen.
And here in the United States not only do we have our commissioners signing onto that,
but there is a letter that we are having members of Congress who are signing on. I’m looking for
it right now. Signing onto it, including Senator Booker, and Karen Bass, who is the
subcommittee chair on Africa, Representative Greg Meeks, who is on the Foreign Affairs
committee as well. And we have Ted Deutch, who’s the Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on
International Terrorism, Eleanor Holmes Norton, Bobby Rush, of course Sheila Jackson Lee,
Barbara Lee, Donald Payne, Frederica Wilson, Terri Sewell, Yvette Clarke, Congresswoman
Watson Coleman, and, of course, all of the commissioners. So we are delighted our international
partners are weighing in on this.
So I don’t want the chairman to gavel me, so let me get to some questions. The U.N.
declared 2015 to 2025 a declaration of Decade of Persons of African descent, with the intent of
strengthening national actions to ensure equal respect for the rights of people of African descent.
And of course, the OSCE is a regional organization under Chapter 7 of the U.N. Charter. Now
we’re just, like, halfway through the decade. Some of us were kind of getting worried that

nothing was happening. And so, you know, Momodou, you suggested that this was an inflection
point. And there’s a debate about whether or not this is just a moment or a movement. So I
guess I would ask both you and Ms. Taifa, do you – what do you think it will take to make this a
sustainable movement, as opposed to just a moment?
TAIFA: So it definitely needs to be a sustainable movement and not just a moment. And
I think that this moment that we’re in, people should take the opportunity to really look at things,
such as the International Decade for People of African Descent, when in this country it has not
be as visible as around the world. (Laughs.) I hope that people take this moment to look at the
movement for reparations that is sweeping the world, actually, and really make some program
changes.
CLEAVER: I’m going to – Mr. Jallow, if you could answer – if you will answer briefly,
so I can move onto the next speaker. I apologize for not being firm on the time when we first
started, but if you would excuse me and everyone just give a short – the shortest answers you
could possibly give at this point. Thank you.
JALLOW: Yes, now. Yes, thank you very much. Honestly, I agree 100 percent that the
International Decade for People of African Descent has been ignored greatly by most member
states of the United Nations. And from the EU point of view, what we – what has happened
now, last week, was there was a resolution. And it is one of its kind, because in this resolution
for the first time the EU was talking about reparations. They’re talking about the transatlantic
slave trade as the worst crime against humanity. They’re talking about the decade and the
national action plans that need to be in place.
So this resolution should be the roadmap in trying to really find a way to recognize the
decade and do something about it. So what we’re doing now is we’re trying to use this
document, this resolution, both the one from the United Nations but also from the European
Union, to move on from words to action. And that is going to take – is going to take a lot
because that’s what we’ve been lacking. There is no political will to recognize this decade. And
we have to work from both sides of the Atlantic to push for it. And I, for one, am going to push
for it. And all these meetings that we’ve been having these past weeks, that has been the point of
this conversation. Thank you.
CLEAVER: Thank you. I will now recognize Senator Sheldon Whitehouse from Rhode
Island. Senator.
WHITEHOUSE: Thank you so much, Chairman. It’s great to be with you all. I’d like to
ask anybody on the panel who’d care to answer this, that there was a news story a day or two ago
about the United Nations getting ready to do an investigation within the United States, and the
Trump administration using all of its diplomatic leverage to prevent that from happening. If
anybody has any insight into that episode, I’d be delighted to hear what you have to say. Again,
chairman, thank you very much.
CLEAVER: Thank you.

Ambassador.
KELLY: Yeah, thank you. Thank you, Senator. I don’t know that I have any special
insight into the motivations of the State Department for trying to block that particular
investigation. I would say that that would be a mistake. That we have invoked a number of
mechanisms to look into abuses of human rights in individual countries. And I think that it
would be just a huge, huge mistake to try and make the argument that we’re above such an
investigation. I think that there is probably a lot of room for making it a more universal
investigation into systemic racism, not only in the United States but also in other countries. But I
don’t think we look very good when we try to stomp on a legitimate concern of the international
community.
CLEAVER: Any other response from any of the other witnesses?
JALLOW: Just quickly, as I mentioned in my initial statement, that is one of the
recommendations. That is something that we included in the resolution – in the United Nations
Resolution HRC/43, establishing this Independent International Commission of Inquiry. And I
think just like the ambassador mentioned, it’s extremely important that the United States fully
cooperates with this inquiry to make sure that they’ll be able to fulfill its mandate promptly and
efficiently because that’s the only way we’ll be able to know the truth. And that’s the only way
we’ll be able to move on from the situation as it is, but also find durable political solutions when
it comes to the situation in the United States now. Thank you.
CLEAVER: All right. Thank you. We also have with us today Representative Shelia
Jackson Lee of Texas, who is a guest of our commission today. Welcome, Representative Lee.
You are now recognized for five minutes.
JACKSON LEE: Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And thank you to all of the
witnesses, as well as all of the members, for their intent. And, of course, Chairman Hastings for
his leadership.
It is sad to be able to give a list of widespread human rights abuses from a nation that
actually was using the gold standard – or was viewed as the gold standard for human rights, and
whose voice could always be lifted very quickly. In addition to what we have been speaking
about this morning, holding children in cages, a court decision to release mothers and children
from immigrant detention facilities, barring people from coming into the country and holding
them in devastating conditions on the southern border, blocking immigrants – in particular
immigrants of African heritage – and, of course, what we have seen over the last years. Three
years, in fact. Four years, in fact. As whole countries and just a whole litany of non-disputable
acts of heinous behavior, and is not befitting of our values, our Constitution, and who we are.
I want to say that the killing of George Floyd on the streets of America exacerbated and
accelerated the understanding that we needed to change the order of policing to a guardian. And
of course, the work of the George Floyd Justice and Policing Act has done that. But in the other
end of it, there’s systemic racism. And I would appreciate the response from the ambassador and
all of the witnesses about seeing permeated through these issues that reflect on human rights that

question. And to Ms. Taifa, and thank you for your work, thank you for N’COBRA, we have
introduced – been leading on H.R. 40, which is a commission to study and develop proposals for
reparations. It is the first elevation of discussion of race and systemic racism that this nation will
ever confront. It is a result of decades of agitation. My colleague, the late John Conyers, started
this decades ago. So let me just yield to you and ask how that would impact the thoughts of the
needs of correcting human rights abuses that are too long to chronicle as it related to African
Americans? Ms. Taifa.
TAIFA: Yes. Thank you, Congresswoman Shelia Jackson Lee. And thank you for your
longstanding leadership on many issues in general, and particularly – on H.R. 40 in particular.
This is a bill, the Commission to Study and Develop Reparations Proposals for African
Americans, that’s been languishing in the Congress for 30 years. And actually, it really is 155
years late, after the passage of the 13th Amendment. But it is timely.
We talked earlier about moments and movements. This is a moment that is turning into a
movement. And on the international front the U.N. human rights chief, Michelle Bachelet, she
stressed the need to made amends for centuries of violence and discrimination, including through
formal apologies, and truth-telling processes, and reparations in various forms. So if not now –
this is the time. People on the streets demanding justice, demanding redress, demanding amends.
And H.R. 40 is one way in which to accomplish that.
JACKSON LEE: Ambassador Kelly, it’s important for people to understand – thank you
so very much – that what this commission does is to deal with the state-sanctioned structure of
racism. It is not to go against an individual American. It is a commission selected by the heads
of the House, and the Senate, and the president of the United States to deal with the
constitutional fraction of not being a whole person, and for all of the state-sanctioned issues of
racism, Jim Crow and others. What is your thought about getting once and for all, and how the
world would respond to that – passing that legislation and beginning that process with people
who had been slaves in this country?
KELLY: Yeah, thank you very much for that question. I think for the OSCE – I think
the OSCE has done a good job at shining a light on the problems of intolerance. But these
problems of intolerance are basically really focused on sort of religious – religion-based
intolerance. And I think that comes out of the experience of Europe during World War II. What
it hasn’t done such a good job of doing is exposing the abuses against people of color in the
OSCE states.
And I think that that is probably a lack that really needs to be addressed by the
participating states of the OSCE, to look at how the experience of colonialism in European
countries, slavery in the United States, has – how that legacy has continued to perpetuate the
myth of White supremacy in the United States, but also I think the myth of ethnic-based
supremacy in Europe. So I would hope that the OSCE would take advantage of this moment to
expand its mandate for looking at race-based intolerance and systemic racism against people of
color, against migrants, against people of African descent, against the Roma in Europe. And I
would hope that the OSCE would rise to that occasion.

JACKSON LEE: Mr. Chairman, would you allow the parliamentarian to make a quick
answer to that? I don’t have any other questions.
CLEAVER: Sure, absolutely. Go ahead.
JACKSON LEE: Thank you. It’s good to see you. Yes.
JALLOW: Thank you very much. Thank you, I do agree with the ambassador. I think
this is a milestone. It’s a tipping point that we need to really act because, as I said, it’s not a
moment it’s a movement. And I think this movement is permanently ready to see change. If we
do not act, the movement will continue to react to some of – the lack of political will to create
change. I mean, Europe, we’ve seen, as I mentioned – the past decade we’ve seen an upsurge of
racism and White supremacy. And normalization has reached even higher heights. When you
look at the European Parliament, the number of right-wing – extreme right-wing political parties
that are represented there have increased significantly.
So it is important, especially for the Council of Europe, where I’m a member of, we are
the guardians of human rights and the rule of law. We cannot be the guardians of human rights
and rule of law and continue to ignore or to deny the realities of 15 million Black people living
in Europe. We need to really make sure that we take into account the realities of Black people,
we take into account the impact of colonialism, we take into account all system and structural
racism that takes place.
And to be able to do that, this commission that is – that is suggested, I think, will be able
to investigate, map out the situation, and based on that data, those facts, will be able to come up
with solutions that are long-standing solutions that will be able to provide a conductive
environment, a Europe without racism. And I think that’s the ambition. And I am personally
writing a report – I have been given the mandate to write a report. And this is going to be my
main focus, to try to come up with a resolution that would focus on solutions forward. That is
what my objective is. And the situation right now is actually extremely important in the report
that I’m writing right now. Thank you.
JACKSON LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just will end on this sentence to all of
you. Malcolm, I’m going to call you appropriately parliamentarian. If the United States starts a
commission like this, I believe it will be a shot in the arm to the world, dealing with the
descendants of Africans and, in particular in the United States, descendants of enslaved Africans,
to be able to once and for all place race in a place that gets the data, that gets the understanding,
that develops the construct of how you deal with it. And it will reflect on Europe because
Europe was part of the transatlantic slave trade.
And we have never addressed this question, nor have we never addressed the complete
loss of wealth that all peoples of African descent. And I want people to know that this is not
taking a check away from my neighbor. It is talking about the governments of our respective
countries, who dealt with these issues and dealt with it in a way that continued to put us in a
disparate and unequal way. Thank you.

CLEAVER: Yeah, thank you, Ms. Jackson Lee.
JACKSON LEE: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your leadership.
CLEAVER: Absolutely. Let me, as we prepare to close out, let me, first of all, thank all
three of you. I might need one minute out of each of you as we close. I know that our
government, at least at the higher echelons, are embarrassed that we will be unable to spank the
hand of President Xi for the crackdown in Hong Kong. We’re losing our credibility. And
Russia’s move in Crimea, and any other gangster-like international actions might reflect poorly
on us, because I can see leaders around the world spanking us.
I was on an Alex Witt MSNBC show two weeks ago. And as she was interviewing me,
she actually interrupted me to tell me that she had a friend who now lived in Eastern Europe who
was expressing pity for the United States. She actually said: I feel really sorry for those of you
in the United States for what you’re going through. In one minute from each of you, do you
think that we have lost our place as the leading voice of democracy and human rights around the
world, with what we’ve been doing? Not only in police conflict but even more so with some of
the other actions we’ve been taking diplomatically around the world?
We’ll start with the ambassador.
KELLY: Yes. Thank you. Thank you, Congressman. And thank you, again, for
allowing me to participate in this very, very necessary discussion.
I would say that the hundreds of American foreign service officers who are overseas are
still working very hard to promote American values, to promote basic human rights. The
difficult – the difficulty has been, as you made reference to, is that the highest reaches of our
government are constantly undercutting the message that we’re still sending out there that
respect for human rights within countries are important to our mutual security. And until we get
a voice at the top of our government who will stand up and support important principles like the
importance of keeping critical voices on the media, of allowing citizens to peaceably assemble
and redress abuses against human rights, it will be difficult for my colleagues to continue to
promote those values. And I assure you, they all believe very strongly in the idea of the United
States as a city on the hill, as a standard bearer of human rights. Thank you.
CLEAVER: Thank you, Ambassador.
Ms. Taifa, one minute, please. And then Mr. Jallow.
TAIFA: Yeah. So, Chairman, so you asked, have we lost our place? I would say from
the vantage point of people of African descent in the United States, the question more so is were
we ever in place – (laughs) – in terms of the United States? I concluded my written testimony
with a statement that the cumulative impact of destructive treatment against Black people in the
criminal punishment system in general, and policing in particular, combined with the destructive
conditions of life negatively impacting generations, are violations of international law,
specifically the international convention on prevention and elimination of all forms of racial

discrimination, and the international convention on the prevention and punishment of the crime
of genocide. I concluded by saying that these and all other international instruments must be
used so that we might abate what I deemed the human rights crisis facing Black people in the
21st century, which is genocide.
CLEAVER: Thank you.
Mr. Jallow.
JALLOW: Thank you very much. First of all, let me just thank the chairman for inviting
me to take part. And also, Congressman Hastings for his leadership. Let me just say the words
of Nelson Mandela. He says, “To deny people their human rights is to challenge their very
humanity.” And that is what we’ve seen when it comes to Black people, is denying our
humanity. And that does not only happen in the United States, it happens worldwide globally.
This is something that I have been historically – a historical fact for many, if not all, Black
people.
Now the standing of the United States as the right-bearer, of course, has been shaken.
What we’ve seen is a manifestation of a democracy in crisis. And we’ve seen that in so many
other locations. So what we need to do is that we must act quickly, firmly, and collectively
because when we choose to be silent, when we choose not to act in conformity with the rule of
law and human rights, then we’ll be failing a lot of people. And that’s what the United States
needs not to do right now. I hope they will open up, they will show accountability, they will
show leadership, and follow the values of human rights, democracy, and the rule of law.
That is what needs to be done in order to be able to go back to this leadership, to get this
global leadership, and as standard bearers when it comes to human rights that the United States
has been before. But for now, we need to see change now. Not tomorrow, not next week. We
need it now. Thank you.
CLEAVER: Thank you.
Ambassador Kelly, Mr. Jallow, Ms. Taifa, thank you very much for being with us. Your
insights have been significant. And we appreciate your contributions to this country, even
beyond what you’re doing now. I want to thank our staff, the Executive Director Alex Johnson.
And I want to just say that we are in a tight spot in the United States. And somehow we’re going
to have to get out of it. Having the Helsinki Commission dealing with this issue is something
new, but I think it’s something that’s necessary because we’ve got to have a very serious and
thoughtful discussion in this country about where we are.
If there are no other comments from our staff, this meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:06 p.m., the hearing ended.]

